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During the Obama administration, prospects for federal regulation of cybersecurity and consumer privacy were dim. The

administration recognized the need for action, but it struggled to advance even half-measures  and repeatedly got bogged

down with ineffective working groups.  Officials were torn between acknowledging the pervasive market failures

associated with cybersecurity and consumer privacy (which they were hesitant to articulate) and promoting economic

progress in the exploding technology sector.  Dozens of bills languished in Congress, and what little progress occurred

was primarily attributable to independent regulatory agencies—especially the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), which

reinvented itself as a tech-savvy regulatory enforcer,  and the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), which

attempted a similar feat through both enforcement  and rulemaking.

Now, in the Trump administration, meaningful federal legislation and regulation are nonstarters. The administration

moved quickly to repeal the FCC’s broadband security and privacy rules.  The White House Office of Science and

Technology Policy, which previously played a leading role on cybersecurity and consumer privacy, lacks a director, a chief

technology officer, and most of its staff.  Even completely voluntary efforts, such as National Telecommunications and

Information Administration (NTIA) projects to address Internet of Things security and botnet mitigation, are struggling

to make progress.  Meanwhile, on Capitol Hill, the current congressional leadership has not demonstrated much

appetite for meaningful cybersecurity or consumer privacy legislation—even as the Facebook-Cambridge Analytica and

Russian hacking scandals continue to dominate headlines.

In this federal vacuum, the states have become—and foreseeably will remain—the primary venue for regulating

cybersecurity and consumer privacy in the United States. This federalism twist on technology policy is not entirely new;

requirements for privacy policies,  data breach notification,  reasonable data security,  and secure data disposal  are

already (mostly) creatures of state law. State legislatures are dabbling in new types of security and privacy legislation—

but, owing to firm opposition, bills that incorporate a regulatory component have mostly stalled.  Perhaps the highest-

profile examples have been in California. At the end of last year, a push to enact broadband privacy legislation—with

support from a majority of the Assembly and Senate—fell short at the end of the legislative session.  And this year, an

ambitious ballot initiative that attempted comprehensive cybersecurity and consumer privacy protections resulted in

watered-down legislation that will have negligible impact on security and likely little immediate impact on the most

pressing privacy issues.  As Joanne McNabb explained in a recent Century Foundation report, state legislation holds

immense potential as a mechanism for addressing data security and privacy concerns.  But, at least in the near term,

progress will be inconsistent and incremental.

This report is motivated by the current political landscape on cybersecurity and consumer privacy regulation. It focuses

on a narrow and challenging question: If the federal government will not act, and if state legislatures will be slow,

modest, and piecemeal in acting (when they act at all), what policy instruments are available to the executive
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components of state governments?

The report offers three recommendations for the states. First, it proposes that state attorneys general strengthen their

data security and privacy enforcement, both through internal organizational improvements and multistate

collaborations. Second, it suggests that states can substantially reinstate the FCC’s broadband security and privacy rules,

either by conditioning state contracts or by issuing interpretive guidance on state communications privacy law. Third, it

recommends that state executive components take action to implement cybersecurity safeguards for critical

infrastructure, both by incorporating baseline requirements into state contracts and by leveraging sector-specific

regulatory agencies.

Strengthening Investigation and Enforcement Capabilities

State attorneys general play an increasingly prominent role in data security and privacy regulation.  Dozens of states

have now participated in at least one security or privacy case, and it is routine for state attorneys general to investigate

data breaches, privacy intrusions, and other technology-related consumer protection matters in parallel with federal

regulatory agencies.

The primary security and privacy enforcement tools for state attorneys general are unfair competition laws,  similar to

the FTC’s Section 5 unfairness and deception authority.  All fifty states have an unfair competition law, though specifics

differ significantly.

In many states, the enforcement authorities that are available to the attorney general are broader than those available to

the FTC. As of 2018, all fifty states require companies to notify their affected consumers in the event of a data breach,

and can take enforcement action if notice is delayed or inadequate. Thirteen states authorize the attorney general to

bring enforcement actions against businesses that maintain deficient data security safeguards. Three states require

businesses to affirmatively disclose their privacy practices, and again authorize enforcement for noncompliance. All of

these important consumer protections are presently absent at the federal level, with the exception of specific regulated

sectors.

TABLE 1

State Cybersecurity and Consumer Privacy Laws

Cybersecurity Consumer Privacy
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Data Breach

Notification

Requirement

Data Security

Standard

Privacy Policy

Requirement

Consumer

Data Rights

Alabama X

Alaska X

Arizona X

Arkansas X X

California X X X X

Colorado X

Connecticut X

Delaware X X

Florida X X

Georgia X

Hawaii X

Idaho X

Illinois X

Indiana X X

Iowa X

Kansas X X

Kentucky X
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Louisiana X

Maine X

Maryland X X

Massachusetts X X

Michigan X

Minnesota X

Mississippi X

Missouri X

Montana X

Nebraska X

Nevada X X X

New Hampshire X

New Jersey X

New Mexico X X

New York X

North Carolina X

North Dakota X

Ohio X

Oklahoma X
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Oregon X X

Pennsylvania X

Rhode Island X X

South Carolina X

South Dakota X

Tennessee X

Texas X X

Utah X X

Vermont X

Virginia X

Washington X

West Virginia X

Wisconsin X

Wyoming X

Some state attorneys general are also authorized to impose greater penalties than the FTC. Under current law, the FTC

usually cannot assess a monetary penalty for a business’s initial security or privacy violation.  Instead, it must issue an

order prohibiting future violations, and then can seek monetary penalties for violations of the order. (Some observers

refer to this unusual enforcement restriction as a “two-strikes rule.”)

Against this backdrop of significant state authority, this report offers two directions for attorneys general to make more

effective use of their enforcement tools. First, the report suggest how attorneys general could make internal

improvements to their offices to more effectively leverage their authorities. Second, the report recommend ways in which

the state attorneys general could combine their authorities to collectively maximize their regulatory potential.
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State-by-State Improvements

State attorneys general traditionally have broad discretion in how they prioritize enforcement areas, organize their

offices, and retain experts. These (admittedly bureaucratic) tools provide an opportunity for more informed and effective

policymaking on data security and consumer privacy.

As a first step, state attorneys general can designate security and privacy as priority issue areas. In my experience

collaborating closely with several state law enforcement agencies, because of the limited prosecutorial resources that are

available, the priorities that are communicated from leadership can have an outsized impact. The simple act of

circulating a memorandum to line-level attorneys directing that they should be on the lookout for data security and

privacy cases, and that they should vigorously enforce state law in those cases, can have a dramatic effect on the scale

and sophistication of regulatory activity.

The law enforcement agencies of larger states can go a step further, by establishing units dedicated to investigating and

pursuing data security and consumer privacy cases. This structural shift—again, an admittedly bureaucratic maneuver—

can radically increase an agency’s regulatory capacity. By becoming repeat players, these dedicated units gain expertise

in the substantive law and litigation norms associated with security and privacy; they gain credibility with the private

sector and courts; they gain valuable connections to similar units at the state and federal levels (especially the FTC’s

Division of Privacy and Identity Protection) and to researchers who develop investigative leads; and they gain a soft-

power ability to influence the private sector without bringing enforcement actions.

In California, for example, the attorney general’s office includes a (small) Privacy Enforcement and Protection Unit that

works exclusively on data security and privacy matters.  In New York, the attorney general’s office includes an (also

small) Bureau of Internet and Technology that handles most technology-related matters.  In New Jersey, before

establishing a dedicated unit earlier this year, the attorney general had several line attorneys who focused on security and

privacy without a formal structure. Each of these organizational approaches has tradeoffs.  But, at present, the norm in

most states is to only occasionally participate in multistate enforcement actions brought by other states.  Any of these

institutional structures would be a significant improvement.

A third way in which state attorneys general can leverage their organizational authorities to become more effective at

data security and privacy policymaking is to bring in technical expertise. A small number of states have hired

technologists to assist with security and privacy matters; a larger number have retained consultants for specific matters.

Both are positive developments. But the states could do more: at the federal level, several agencies have appointed
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outside experts as term-limited chief technologists, significantly improving the quality and quantity of their technology-

related policymaking. No state attorney general has yet emulated the chief technology officer (CTO) model, but at least

the large states easily could and should.

Multistate Collaborations

State law enforcement agencies often act alone when pursuing regulatory actions. The tendency is understandable—

coordination between states is logistically challenging, cases can involve highly sensitive commercial information, and

elected state attorneys general can prioritize the political upside of a successful enforcement action. (Not coincidentally,

the National Association of Attorneys General is often dubbed the National Association of Aspiring Governors among

consumer protection counsel.) But in some areas of law, where the issues are complex or the legal violations are

inherently interstate, attorneys general have worked together. This trend is especially common in data security and

privacy cases, where dozens of states can collaborate on a single investigation and settlement.

These multistate collaborations follow a fairly predictable pattern. News breaks that a company has suffered a data

breach or invaded consumer privacy. Attorneys in several state law enforcement agencies will begin preliminary

inquiries, and some state attorneys general may announce that they have launched investigations. Additional states

reach out to the first movers, expressing interest in collaboration and offering varying degrees of support. The states then

establish a multistate investigation, by drafting and signing a memorandum of understanding and tapping several states

to lead a “steering committee.” The states on the committee conduct discovery and enter settlement negotiations with the

investigation target, while in parallel other states join the multistate effort. Finally, a settlement is reached; all the

participating states rush to declare victory; credit primarily goes to the large states and the states on the steering

committee.

This current process—while an improvement over individual state investigations—is deeply flawed. Multistate

investigations move at a snail’s pace, because they require starting from square one on every case (adopting a new

agreement and selecting a steering committee), and because every decision about investigation and settlement is a

decision by committee. In my experience working on parallel federal and multistate regulatory investigations (from both

the federal and state sides), these state investigations tend to move at a half to a third of the pace of comparable federal

investigations.

The present approach to multistate investigations also misses an important upside of combining state capabilities. Each

state attorney general’s office differs in its substantive legal authorities (that is, when it can hold a business accountable

for a security or privacy incident), investigative processes (that is, when, how, and how quickly it can procure documents
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and testimony), and internal capacity. These variations provide an opportunity for investigative arbitrage, where a

multistate collaboration can leverage the state best positioned for each investigative task.  In a data breach case, for

example, the state that compels disclosure of business records should likely be a state that has a data safeguard law

(assuring a clear scope of discovery related to the breach), that can quickly issue subpoenas, and that has the e-discovery

capacity to handle a large influx of responsive documents. In the status quo, by contrast, tasks are distributed among the

steering committee states in a mostly ad hoc fashion. In my experience, assigning just one investigative task to the wrong

state—which is regrettably common—can set back a multistate enforcement action by months.

The current multistate model also inhibits professionalization of state regulatory action on cybersecurity and consumer

privacy. Because the steering committee differs for each case, the participating attorneys do not consistently gain subject

matter expertise and credibility as repeat players. My experience has been that attorneys working on multistate steering

committees are often consumer protection generalists rather than security and privacy specialists.

Furthermore, the current steering committee structure tends to omit technical expertise—the states on the committee

usually lack a technologist, and the committee usually lacks the authority, budget, or initiative to hire an outside

expert.  My experience working on parallel federal and multistate regulatory actions has been that, too often, state law

enforcement agencies are compelled to rely on federal technologists (and occasionally attorneys) for their analysis of

evidence and liability. This reliance dynamic is especially problematic in today’s climate of waning federal regulatory

action and technical expertise.

What would a better model for multistate collaboration on security and privacy investigations look like? In the near

term, the state attorneys general that are making institutional commitments to security and privacy should establish a

procedural framework for collaboration. Reinventing the multistate steering committee for every enforcement action is

unnecessary and an inefficient use of limited resources. These states should enter into a memorandum of understanding

that sets clear ground rules and expectations for future multistate security and privacy enforcement actions.

In the long term, institutionalization is a promising path forward. The states should develop an overarching agreement

on multistate cybersecurity and consumer privacy cases, then embody that agreement in a new organization. The

agreement and institution should address matters of leadership (perhaps infrequently rotated or elected state attorneys

general), personnel (authorizing the hiring of technical experts and establishing a career path for state regulatory

attorneys to specialize in security and privacy), and credit (perhaps a commitment to acknowledge all the participating

states). Institutionalizing multistate collaborations could address the key flaws in the current model—slow starts,

inefficient tasking, and insufficient professionalization—while building a powerful state-level companion to the federal

regulatory agencies.
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Replacing the FCC Broadband Privacy Rules

Broadband service providers play a unique role in the internet ecosystem. They are essential onramps for accessing

online content; they have the technical capability to collect and analyze a customer’s activity across all the online services

they use, and to link a customer’s online activity to their identity; they encounter limited competition (especially for

residential service); they have a trusted, fiduciary-like role in handling a customer’s communications; they have

historically declined to monetize customer communications other than by charging for service; and they are directly

compensated by consumers (unlike Google, Facebook, and other popular online services that are predominantly

supported by advertising).

In recognition of these attributes, during the final year of the Obama administration, the FCC proposed and adopted

strong data privacy rules for internet service providers.  At the core of those data privacy rules was a requirement that,

if an internet service provider sought to repurpose a customer’s online activity for its own business gain, it first had to

obtain the customer’s affirmative, opt-in consent.  The opt-in provision was a high-water mark for federal privacy

policy, and though it was repealed by the Trump administration in spring 2017, the concept of opt-in privacy protections

has generated renewed and bipartisan interest in the wake of the Facebook-Cambridge Analytica debacle.

There are at least two ways that state officials could recreate the core of the FCC’s broadband privacy rules without

making any change to state statutory law: leveraging state contracts and issuing interpretative guidance on state

communications privacy law.

Conditioning State Contracts by Executive Order

In response to the FCC’s repeal of the Obama-era net neutrality rules, the governors of Montana, New York, and New

Jersey issued executive orders prohibiting their respective states from contracting with any internet service provider that

declines to make an enforceable commitment to key net neutrality principles. While no state has yet followed a similar

approach for replacing the FCC’s privacy rules, the legal mechanism would be identical: forbidding state contracts to

ISPs unless they make strong privacy commitments.

The upside to these contracting conditions is that they are fast—governors can usually issue them with the stroke of a

pen. The downside is that these conditions are of limited efficacy, for two reasons.

First, these contracting conditions are unlikely to have much impact in the residential internet service market. States,

like many large or mid-size businesses, tend not to procure wired internet service from the same ISPs that provide

service to ordinary residences. Instead, states usually enter contracts with enterprise service providers with customized
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plans.  As a result, the residential ISPs that are most concerning from a consumer security and privacy perspective

would likely not be regulated by these contract conditions.

Another drawback is that these contracting conditions might be easily circumvented. If an ISP wants to continue

participating in the government market, it could consolidate its government services into a new corporate subsidiary,

then have only the subsidiary commit to honoring privacy and security commitments.

On the whole, conditioning state contracts to protect broadband privacy is a worthwhile effort—especially in the wireless

market, where (at least for now) states enter contracts with the same major carriers that serve consumers. But the

contract conditioning approach is inherently limited in its efficacy and possibly susceptible to circumvention.

Issuing Interpretive Guidance on State Communications Law

Some states have a much stronger alternative available: they can use their established communications privacy law to

recreate the FCC’s broadband privacy protections.

In a pair of seminal 1967 cases, Berger v. New York and Katz v. United States, the U.S. Supreme Court paved a clear

avenue for law enforcement agencies to use wiretapping and eavesdropping in criminal investigations.  As a result,

both federal and state communications privacy laws—which had previously been a mess, to the extent they existed at

all —were rapidly modernized. As of today, there is a comprehensive federal statutory scheme that regulates

communications privacy (the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, or ECPA), and all fifty states have their own

communications privacy laws.

ECPA currently offers ambiguous protection against ISP privacy intrusions, because of how courts have interpreted the

consent exceptions in the statutory scheme.  If an ISP repurposes the content of a customer’s online communications,

that is likely a wiretap—but a customer’s agreement to a terms of service provision may be sufficient to establish

consent.  Similarly, if an ISP repurposes metadata (for example, hostnames, IP addresses, and possibly parts of URLs),

that is also prohibited—but terms of service may again be sufficient to establish consent, and the consent of the

subscriber is sufficient even if the person currently using the internet connection does not consent.

As a practical matter, ECPA has become a paper tiger for ISP privacy because of how Congress drafted its enforcement

provisions. ISPs have primarily sought to leverage metadata (rather than content) on an opt-out basis, and ECPA only

provides for criminal misdemeanor enforcement against metadata interception. It is difficult to believe that the

Department of Justice, especially in the Trump administration, would seriously consider criminally prosecuting ISPs for

their iffy privacy practices.
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State communications privacy law, however, can offer greater privacy protections. Perhaps the best-known example is the

rule for consensually recording a telephone call; ECPA includes a one-party consent provision, while eleven states

require two-party consent.  If a state wanted to enact a strong opt-in requirement for content or metadata interception,

similar to the FCC’s broadband privacy rules, plainly it could.

But what if a state already had these opt-in requirements on the books? That appears to be the case, or at least plausibly

the case, in some states.

In New York, for example, there is a unified communications privacy law that prohibits interceptions of both content and

metadata. The law includes a consent exception, like ECPA—but New York courts have consistently interpreted the

exception to only cover actual knowledge of and assent to an interception (that is, opt-in consent).  Furthermore, under

New York’s law, consent for metadata interception must be obtained from a party to the communication (that is, the

current user) rather than from a subscriber.  Thus, if a New York ISP repurposes any broadband activity (content or

metadata) for any monetization purpose (including advertising practices), and the ISP only buries notice in its terms of

service, it likely commits a felony that the attorney general or a district attorney can prosecute.

Even in the states where communications privacy law more closely parallels ECPA, state law can expand the enforcement

tools that are available to regulators. In California, for example, the attorney general can bring a civil suit to enforce

ECPA’s prohibition on metadata interception—and can receive a monetary penalty of up to $2,500 per affected

resident.  (And remember that California has tens of millions of residents.) The option to file in a civil rather than

criminal proceeding makes the threat of regulatory enforcement more credible, since criminal cases involve heightened

procedural requirements and evidentiary burdens.

Attorneys general do not need to take any formal legal action to effectively leverage these substantive and procedural

advantages to state communications privacy law. Instead, they could issue enforcement advisories, announcing that they

interpret state communications privacy law to require opt-in consent before repurposing a customer’s internet activity

and that they will vigorously enforce against any ISP that violates the opt-in consent requirement. The advisories would

have a significant market disciplining effect, by boxing ISPs into the pro-consumer trilemma of either adhering to an

opt-in requirement, flouting the law (risking backlash and penalties), or launching litigation challenging the

requirement (also risking backlash and stalling adoption of concerning business practices).
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Leveraging a creative reinterpretation of existing state data privacy law is not an unprecedented regulatory maneuver. In

2011, the California Department of Justice informed app stores that it would construe the state’s privacy policy

requirement for websites to also apply to mobile apps. Within just a year, every major app store had taken steps to bring

developers into compliance and had signed onto an enforcement agreement with the office.

Protecting Critical Infrastructure

The discussion in this report thus far has emphasized how state executive agencies can regulate to address consumer

protection concerns. This section takes up a different regulatory responsibility—protecting state residents from

cybersecurity risks to critical infrastructure.

As foreign powers increasingly leverage vulnerabilities in America’s electronic infrastructure to their advantage—for

example, Russia’s attacks on election systems  and energy infrastructure —the federal government has lagged in

providing adequate assistance and protection. For the foreseeable future, states will be on the frontlines of defending

their residents against hostile nations.

This report offers two recommendations for how the states can better secure critical infrastructure without new

legislation: conditioning state contracts (similar to the suggestions above on broadband privacy) and leveraging

established sector-specific regulatory agencies.

Conditioning State Contracts by Executive Order

States often contract with the private sector to deliver critical services. Systems involved in water treatment, emergency

services, and election administration, for example, are often operated by businesses on behalf of state or local

government agencies.

Governors and mayors could leverage these contracts to ensure implementation of cybersecurity best practices. They

could insist on a range of baseline requirements, such as data breach notification, routine security auditing by

independent experts, encryption for data at rest and in transit, strong authentication, and routine updates. They could

also establish new financial incentives for cybersecurity, such as by providing bonus payments to vendors that go without

an incident or withholding payments from service providers that suffer a breach.
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A version of this concept already exists at the federal level. Both the Department of Defense and the General Services

Administration have long required contractors to adhere to data security requirements, and they are currently updating

their standard contract provisions to reflect best practices recommended by the National Institute of Standards and

Technology.  Some states have also begun to incorporate security requirements into their contracts, albeit in a much

more inconsistent fashion.  Implementing contract conditions by executive order would ensure clarity and uniformity

in guidance, and it would send a powerful signal to state critical infrastructure contractors that they are obligated to

prioritize cybersecurity.

Sector-Specific Regulatory Agencies

State governments include a diverse array of sector-specific regulatory agencies, and many of these agencies have

existing statutory authority to promulgate rules related to critical infrastructure security, safety, or reliability. Those

broad authorities usually encompass security considerations—including cybersecurity—but, thus far, state sector-specific

agencies have been slow to take action in the area.

There is one notable exception: the New York Department of Financial Services (NYDFS). In 2017, NYDFS adopted

baseline cybersecurity requirements that apply to all regulated financial services in New York—which, in practice, means

all financial services. While the rules initially sparked a degree of controversy out of concern that states could adopt

duplicative or inconsistent regulation, those concerns have largely subsided, and the financial sector has moved

(relatively) quickly to ensure compliance.

States could adopt a similar approach for other areas of critical infrastructure. In California, for example, the Public

Utilities Commission is authorized to promulgate reliability rules for power generation. The agency could draw on that

authority to set standards for energy sector cybersecurity in the state.  In fact, all fifty states have a utility regulatory

agency; while the specific authorities and sectors differ, all have at least a partial capability to protect the state’s residents

through cybersecurity rules for critical infrastructure.

Conclusion

Until the White House has a new occupant, the prospects for federal regulation on data security and consumer privacy

remain dim. But there is cause for optimism at the state level—attorneys general, governors, and regulatory agencies

have actionable policy options. By strategically reorganizing, reinterpreting the law, and leveraging existing authorities,

states can make meaningful progress on data security and consumer privacy, starting today.
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